
 
!NSCCSTC ESL Core workgroup 
November 2, 2018 
 
Attendees: 
 
1.Sarah Krajewski 
2. Valerie Ormeno 
3. Bob Lanz 
4. Amy Sarver 
5. Sabrina Irwin 
6. Melissa Jaquish 
7. Adrienne Mobley 
 
Bob Lanz Notes 
NSCCSTC ESL CORE Workgroup 
Agenda for November 2, 2018 
1. Introductions (reintroductions) 
2. Debrief: English writing/ transitions curriculum 
3.         Bridge to College/ NCEL Orientations 
4. Co-chair? 
5. Recommendations to present at leadership meeting 
Notes: 
1. 
Rationale: new person last time 
  
Amy w/ Interim Dean and Paul Starrer. NCEL Orientations. 
  
Funding has affected, the organization of NCEL Orientation events 
Orientations have been/ can be introductions to various topics such as Financial Aid, etc.  But it 
can be expanded into a kind of community event. 
Ultimately the questions is how do we meet the needs of our adult learners? 
  
  
Fremont high school 
Peggy had the experience and the passion to work with the consortium. 
  
There things that will evolve…. 
  
The relationship between the adults school is something that we want to nurture. 
  
Where do we go from here? 
  



A collaborative relationship 
  
Preparing students for whatever that next opportunity is… 
  
…. 
Around 1:30 p.m. there is a discussion about the role of skills, in particular writing, in the in 
community colleges, adult school and preparation for work/ workplace…. 
  
Proposal that ESL departments visit/co-meet with the consortium…Attendees will propose 
moving department meetings to common location 
  
1:45 Questions about non-credit curriculum 
BL: 
“ESL (South Bay) Fair organized/presented by the ...Consortium/ALLIES”  
“English Language Learning opportunities in the South San Francisco Bay, presented by the 
...Consortium/ALLIES in coordination with….” 
 
CC: FH and DA 
AE: FUHSD, MVLA, PAAS 
 
Shared outreach… 
Use large facilities… 
This can occur before the other Orientations 
 
Think as broadly as possible. At least once a year. 
 
“Community Event”  
 
1:50 Recommendation for a Community Event. A few times during the year. Market to students 
and share flyers. Can we find out if there’s funds through Consortium to pay for these events? 
 
2:05 Perhaps we can merge back 
 
2:15 written note: “at an event already happening in the community (County Faire?)” “O 
 
 
ther comm. Organizations?” ALLIES?” SIRENS? 
“Larger Transition Fair” 
 
2;20 Collaboration is a key to the entire overall process 
 
2:25 Palo Adult School has a marketing person.  Simone said she can reach out to her. 
 



One Peggy’s responsibility is the next three year plan which includes marketing. 
 
Why can’t a table be rented at the De Anza flea market? Medical Fairs? Let’s take advantage of 
what is already out there. 
 
2:30  A distinction was highlight about the difference between Marketing (which may tend to me 
more mass media) than Outreach. 
 
Experimenting with an event and involving as many parties as possible. 
 
The benefit of getting all the parties in the same room at the same time can make us aware of 
pathways, etc…. 
 
Alternatives to Event: 
Getting a booth at DA Flea Market or creating a resource list on Consortium Website and 
advertising in public places such as laundromat or food bank. 
 
We need to tie consortium into community events 
 
2:35 
2:40 
2:45 Summarize 
“Transition Fair” 
Also 
“Community Event” 
 
Rotating cycle of Orientations at different sites 
 
We may want to re-merge the two groups 
 
Pitch January 18 De Anza and Foothill ESL department co-meeting probably at Sunnyvale 
Center 
 
February can be a good month for us to come back together... 


